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COUNSEL FOR THE FOGARTY FAMILY TRUST 

 

 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

DALLAS DIVISION 

 

 

  

In re  

 

TRIVASCULAR SALES, LLC,     

et al., 

 

   Debtors. 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

§ 

Chapter 11 

 

Case No. 20-31840 (SGJ) 

 

(Jointly Administered) 

 

OBJECTION TO  

DEBTORS’ SECOND AMENDED JOINT PLAN OF REORGANIZATION FILED ON 

BEHALF OF DR. THOMAS FOGARTY AND THE FOGARTY FAMILY TRUST 

 

 

TO THE HONORABLE STACEY G. C. JERNIGAN, UNITED STATES 

BANKRUPTCY JUDGE: 

 Dr. Thomas Fogarty and The Fogarty Family Trust (jointly, “Fogarty”), creditors in the 

above-captioned jointly-administered bankruptcy cases file this their Objection to Debtors’ 
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Second Amended Joint Plan of Reorganization (the “Objection”)1 and in support thereof, 

respectfully represent as follows:  

BACKGROUND 

1. On July 23, 2013, Fogarty and Endologix executed a Patent License Agreement 

(the “License Agreement”) for the license of fourteen patents (the “Patents”) held by Fogarty. 

The Patents cover component pieces of abdominal aortic stent graft systems used to repair aortic 

aneurisms. The stents can be inserted into the aorta through the groin for a minimally-invasive 

endovascular repair. Endologix markets and sells these as the Ovation line of products 

(“Ovation” or the “Licensed Products”). While the stents used in the Ovation product line are 

mere millimeters in diameter, their components are highly sophisticated and are covered by 

multiple patents owned by the Debtors, Fogarty and other third parties.   

2. As consideration for entering into the License Agreement, Fogarty received an 

up-front payment of $100,000 in cash, plus $750,000 in Endologix stock. Additionally, pursuant 

to the terms of the License Agreement, Fogarty was also to have been paid the greater of 1.5% of 

net proceeds from the sale of the Licensed Products in the United States; or (ii) a minimum 

royalty fee of $20,000 per year (the “Minimum Fee”). Fogarty was eligible to start receiving 

royalties or the Minimum Fee in 2016, three years after execution of the License Agreement.  

Once the three year period expired and Fogarty became eligible to receive royalty payments, 

Fogarty received only the Minimum Fee and never received the contractual percentage of the net 

proceeds derived from the sale of the Licensed Products.  

3. The terms of the License Agreement further provide Fogarty with the right to 

audit the Debtors’ books and records. Since 2013, the Debtors have steadfastly refused Fogarty’s 

 
1 Capitalized terms shall have the meaning ascribed to them in the Plan unless otherwise defined n.  
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numerous attempts (both pre- and post-petition) to exercise the contractual right to audit the 

Debtors’ books and records and only within the past few days has he been provided any financial 

information at all. 

4. In early July, 2020, the Debtors filed these jointly-administered bankruptcy cases 

and subsequently the Debtors filed their Second Amended Joint Plan of Reorganization [Dkt. 

174] (the “Plan”). 

5. The Debtors have inexplicably taken the position that the Ovation product line 

does not include any components covered by the Patents licensed to them in the License 

Agreement, and therefore argue they have no obligation to pay Fogarty any amount of net 

proceeds royalties (although, surprisingly, the Debtors have paid four (4) years of the Minimum 

Fee), a position with which Fogarty vehemently disagrees. Despite numerous attempts to 

understand why the Debtors believe that their product is not subject to the provisions of the 

License Agreement, the Debtors have failed to provide any rational or reasonable explanation for 

their position. Their assertions are all the more puzzling given that prior to the purchase of 

Trivascular, Endologix representatives actively encouraged Fogarty to file patents specifically 

covering the Ovation products. Notwithstanding, the Debtors now argue that Fogarty’s Patents 

do not cover the Ovation Product Line.    

6. Unfortunately, Fogarty is not been alone in the struggle to enforce his Patents and 

the rights granted pursuant to the License Agreement. As demonstrated by the several filings of 

Dr. Andrew Kerr [e.g., Dkt. 20], and his participation in these bankruptcy cases, upon 

information and belief, the Debtors apparently have taken a similar position by suggesting that 

their product lines are not covered by his patents.  Indeed, while this conduct may be at best  

coincidental, it is at worst, extremely troubling.  
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7. This apparent course of conduct by the Debtors is particularly distressing given 

that the Disclosure Statement summarily dismisses patent disputes as de rigueur in the medical 

device industry, asserting that because their products are covered by many patents, these types of 

disputes are somehow normalized. See Disclosure Statement at ¶IV.H.4. And while the Debtors 

claim to be evaluating the validity of these disputes, it is painfully clear they have made the 

strategic decision to make essentially no allowance for them in the Plan. In fact, the Debtors’ 

Notice of Filing Plan Supplement to Debtors’ Second Amended Joint Plan of Reorganization 

under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code [Dkt. 353] provides the list of contracts to be assumed 

by the Debtors – and it does not include the License Agreement. While this action may be 

consistent with the Debtors’ position that Fogarty’s patented technology is not utilized in the 

Ovation (or its successor) product lines (a claim which Fogarty strongly disputes), it is 

apparently based on the hope and the prayer that Fogarty will not or cannot afford to pursue the 

legitimate infringement claims.2  Clearly, infringement litigation is very expensive and time 

consuming – but the simple fact remains that the Ovation product line does incorporate the 

Fogarty Patents and, in addition to incurring continuing claims (with administrative priority), the 

Debtors continue to willfully infringe on the Fogarty Patents in their product lines.    

LEGAL STANDARD 

 
2 After years of disputing the Debtors’ position that they do not use the Fogarty technology without explanation, the 

Debtors ultimately gave the explanation that their product differs from the Patents in one way as summarized by the 

following: the end of the stent has an inflatable ring that circles the rim which prevents blood from flowing around 

the exterior of the stent instead of through the stent as intended. The Patent provides that the ring fully circles the 

rim whereas on the Ovation product, the ring does not fully encompass the entire rim. This is a specious argument 

for two reasons: first, the existence of the inflatable ring is the patentable technology (regardless of whether is fully 

or partially encircles the rim), and second, the inflatable ring is covered by only one of Fogarty’s fourteen Patents. 

Even assuming for the sake of argument that the Ovation product line does not use the inflatable ring technology, 

the Debtors have no argument or justification excusing their use of the Fogarty technology on the remaining thirteen 

Patents. 
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8. A plan of reorganization must be proposed “in good faith and not by any means 

forbidden by law.”  11 U.S.C. § 1129(a)(3).  Good faith is measured by the totality of 

circumstances.  See Pub. Fin. Corp. v. Freeman, 712 F.2d 219, 221 (5th Cir. 1983).  The plan 

must also be proposed with honesty, good intentions, and a basis for expecting that a 

reorganization can be effectuated.  See In re Zenith Elecs. Corp., 241 B.R. 92, 107 (Bankr. D. 

Del. 1999).  In the Fifth Circuit, there must be a legitimate and honest purpose to reorganize the 

debtor and a plan with a reasonable probability of success.  See In re Mortg. Inv. Co., 111 B.R. 

604, 611 (Bankr. W.D. Tex. 1990) (citation omitted).  Good faith requires a fundamental fairness 

in dealing with one’s creditors.  See Jorgensen v. Fed. Land Bank of Spokane (In re Jorgensen), 

66 B.R. 104, 109 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 1986) and it cannot proceed if it otherwise violates the law.  

The Plan does not satisfy the good faith standard and therefore cannot and should not be 

confirmed. 

9. 11 U.S.C. § 1141(d)(1)(A) states that a claim that arose before confirmation is 

discharged whether or not a proof of claim is filed, the claim is allowed, or the claimholder has 

accepted the plan.  However, a plan is not proposed in good faith if it attempts to release claims 

without providing for their payment.  See In re Shin, 306 B.R. 397, 400 (Bankr. D.D.C. 2004) 

(plan that failed to provide for post-petition non-administrative claims could not be confirmed 

unless it excepted those claims from discharge and from the release provisions.).  Further, the 

rejection of a contract results in breach, which gives rise to damages, and that claim for damages 

must be afforded the same treatment as other unsecured claims.  Century Indem. Co. v. NGC 

Settlement Tr. (In re Nat'l Gypsum Co.), 208 F.3d 498, 505 (5th Cir. 2000) (claim created by 

rejection is treated the same as other unsecured claims that are in the plan or discharged). 
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10. A plan must also be feasible pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 1129(a)(11), which requires 

that it not be likely that confirmation be followed by liquidation or the need for further 

reorganization.  This requires that the plan have a reasonable likelihood of success.  See Fin. Sec. 

Assurance v. T-H New Orleans Ltd. Pshp. (In re T-H New Orleans Ltd. Pshp.), 116 F.3d 790, 

801 (5th Cir. 1997).  Courts in the Fifth Circuit have employed a review of the following factors 

in determining feasibility: the debtor's capital structure, the earning power of the business, 

economic conditions, the ability of debtor's management, the probability of continuation of 

management, and other related matters.  In re Friendship Dairies, 2014 Bankr. LEXIS 13, at *28 

(Bankr. N.D. Tex. Jan. 3, 2014). 

11. Importantly, post-confirmation patent infringement claims are not discharged at 

confirmation and may create an administrative expense.  See Institut Pasteur v. Cambridge 

Biotech Corp. (In re Cambridge Biotech Corp.), 186 B.R. 9, 14 (Bankr. D. Mass. 1995), aff’d, 

186 F.3d 1356 (Fed. Cir. 1999).  Because patent law provides that each act of infringement is a 

separate cause of action, post-confirmation acts of patent infringement are separate from pre-

confirmation acts, and thus give rise to post-confirmation claims.  Curtis Mfg. Co. v. Plasti-Clip 

Corp., 933 F. Supp. 107, 114 (D.N.H. 1995) (citing In re Dahlgren Int'l, Inc., 147 Bankr. 393, 

404 n.16 (N.D. Tex. 1992)), rev’d on other grounds.  As a result, courts allow patent holders the 

ability to file and prosecute  post-confirmation infringement causes of action.  See In re Eagle-

Picher Indus., 216 B.R. 611, 614 (Bankr. S.D. Ohio 1997) (denying reorganized debtor’s motion 

to stay actions as to post-confirmation infringement acts).  The Debtors’ attempt to prevent 

Fogarty from continuing to enforce legal rights and remedies should not be allowed and 

confirmation of the Plan should be denied. 

12. Cramdown is only possible if all other plan requirements are satisfied, the plan  
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(i) does not discriminate unfairly, and (ii) it is fair and equitable to each impaired dissenting 

class.  11 U.S.C. § 1129(b)(1).  “Unfair discrimination” is not defined in the Bankruptcy Code 

but courts in the Fifth Circuit agree with the majority view that some discrimination is permitted 

so long as it is not ‘unfair.’  See Victory Park Credit Opportunities, LP v. VPR Liquidation Tr., 

539 B.R. 305, 313 (W.D. Tex. 2015).  The Fifth Circuit has not settled on a clear standard and 

has used at least two different tests to determine unfair discrimination.  See id at 314-15.  The 

first of the two tests is gleaned from In re Sentry Operating Co. of Tex., Inc., 264 B.R. 850, 863 

(Bankr. S.D. Tex. 2001) (using the test articulated by Judge Bruce Markell).  This test creates a 

rebuttable presumption of unfair discrimination when there is (1) a dissenting class; (2) another 

class of the same priority; and (3) a difference in the plan's treatment of the two classes that 

results in either a materially lower percentage recovery for the dissenting class or an allocation of 

materially greater risk to the dissenting class in connection with its proposed distribution.  Id. at 

863-64.  The second test inquires (1) whether the discrimination is supported by a reasonable 

basis; (2) whether the debtor can confirm and consummate a plan without the discrimination; (3) 

whether the discrimination is proposed in good faith; and (4) the treatment of the classes 

discriminated against.  In re Mortg. Inv. Co., 111 B.R. 604, 614 (Bankr. W.D. Tex. 

1990).  Because the testing standard is not clear, most cases tend to “look at the disparity of 

treatment proposed in the plan, and whether such disparity can be justified under the 

Code.”  Victory Park Credit, 539 B.R. at 315 (quoting 7 Collier on Bankruptcy 

¶1129.03(3)(a)).  As a consequence, Fogarty asserts the application of either of these 

discrimination standards to the instant facts respecting the treatment of his infringement claims 

under the Plan necessarily preclude confirmation of the Plan. 

DISCUSSION 
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13.  The Bankruptcy Code cannot and should not be used as a vehicle for 

extinguishing lawfully held patent rights, but that is precisely what the Debtors seek to 

accomplish with confirmation of the Plan.  In the event the Plan is confirmed as proposed, it will 

eviscerate Fogarty’s rights and essentially hand over the technologies he developed (and 

attempted to protect through the United States Patent Office) to the secured lender and existing 

management.  Fogarty and those similarly situated are left, leaving those with legitimate claims 

to fight with each other and the tort claimants, all of whom have been lumped together, to obtain 

even a ridiculously miniscule recovery.  Specifically, the Plan fails to satisfy the requirements of 

§ 1129(a) as follows:  

§ 1129(a)(3) – Good Faith 

14. The Plan has been on a fast-track since the Petition Date which has prevented 

creditors like Fogarty from fully investigating the Debtors’ estate and otherwise impeding its 

ability to protect its interests.  While the speed of a case is often touted as a benefit to creditors, 

here it has been used as a shield.  Only in the last few days has Fogarty been provided a small 

portion of the information he has sought (and been contractually entitled to) since 2016. Not 

surprisingly, the information that has been provided reveals that since the execution of the 

License Agreement, the Debtors have grossly underpaid Fogarty for the use of its patented 

technology. Revenue from sales of the Ovation product line aggregates hundreds of millions of 

dollars which translates to a multi-million dollar obligation owed to Fogarty.  In point of fact, 

after the signing of the License Agreement, Fogarty has  been paid the grand total of  $80,000, 

the Minimum Fee -- and a mere fraction of his rightful legal entitlement.  

15. There are fundamentally two options for the Debtors’ treatment of the License 

Agreement: they can either assume the License Agreement, cure the prepetition default and pay 
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Fogarty the contract rate going forward; or they can reject the agreement and pay damages to 

Fogarty at treble the market rate. Under the Plan, the Debtors have proposed neither. Instead, 

they reject the License Agreement but provide no allocation for payment to Fogarty, claiming 

without substantiation that their products do not use Fogarty’s patented technology.  The Ovation 

product line incorporates the Fogarty technology and the patent was updated specifically to 

encompass the Ovation design at Endologix’ direct behest. Accordingly, the Debtors’ claim is 

disingenuous and further constitutes additional evidence of the Debtors’ lack of good faith. In 

order to meet the good faith standard, the Plan must provide just compensation to Fogarty and by 

failing to satisfy that basic and fundamental standard, the Debtors cannot continue to legally sell  

the Ovation product line – and upon information and belief, that prohibition extends to the 

Debtors’ new or successor (Alto) product line.  

16. By delivering all of the newly-reorganized equity to Deerfield (the Debtors’ 

senior lender) and existing management, the Debtors further limit Fogarty to any meaningful 

recovery in these cases. In so doing, Fogarty is left with its pro rata portion of a ridiculously 

small “pot” plan.  The additional grant of expansive releases to the Debtors, existing 

management, Deerfield and advisors, without providing any warrants or other upside (in the 

trade, commonly referred to as “schmuck insurance”) in the reorganization, is only further 

evidence that the Debtors have successfully railroaded a “compromise” which only a robber 

baron of yesteryear could love.  This Plan smacks of bad faith and should not be confirmed.  

Confirmation of the Plan will negate the very rights that the Patents and the License Agreement 

were created and designed to protect.  

§ 1129(a)(7) – Valuation 
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17. As this Court has acknowledged on several occasions, confirmation of the Plan 

depends on the Debtors proving that creditors’ treatment under the Plan is not less than they 

would receive under a liquidation. Significantly, no creditors have had been afforded the ability 

to so much as review valuation analyses prepared by advisors retained by the Debtors and by the 

Committee – under the guise that the valuations contain or include proprietary or confidential 

information.  What is known, however, is that that real value of this continuing enterprise – 

whatever it is and amounts to, both now and later  (other than the $2 million set aside to be 

distributed to general unsecured creditors – is preserved solely for the benefit of Deerfield and 

existing management.  For reasons that should be obvious, Fogarty remains skeptical of the 

efficacy of this Plan structure and objects to its confirmation.  Clearly, there is no reasonable way 

to evaluate or otherwise assess it or compare the treatments it proposes. Moreover, as noted 

earlier, the Debtors and their allies have failed to provide any meaningful or upside recovery for 

those creditors who have been responsible for the creation of the wealth to be generated by the 

future operation (and successful reorganization) of the  Debtors’ enterprise. Instead, under this 

Plan, the creditors bear all of the risk while insiders run off with all of the reward.  This Plan fails 

to satisfy basic and fundamental tenents of fairness and equity contemplated by the Bankruptcy 

Code and should not be confirmed.  

§ 1129(a)(11) – Feasibility 

18. In order for the Plan to succeed, the Debtors must be able to continue selling their 

Ovation product line in the United States and beyond. However, without the lawful use of 

Fogarty’s patented technology, Ovation is no longer a functional product line. As noted above, 

the Debtors must either assume and cure the License Agreement or make Fogarty whole for the 

willful infringement of the Patents. The Plan makes no such provisions. In fact, it does just the 
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opposite. It rejects the License Agreement and seek to proceeds as if the Patents do not exist. 

This Plan is not feasible; rather, it is a very arrogant and public attempt to highjack of Fogarty’s 

intellectual property and the embedded value his technology created and which has become the 

Debtors’ continuing enterprise.  

CONCLUSION 

Accordingly, based on the foregoing, Fogarty respectfully requests that the Court (i) deny 

confirmation of the Plan; (ii) preserve Fogarty’s right to assert its patent law claims against the 

Debtors; and (iii) award such other and further relief as may be just and appropriate both at law 

and in equity. 

 

Dated:  September 11, 2020 

     KELLER BENVENUTTI KIM LLP 

 

      By:  /s/Berry D. Spears   
        

       
Berry D. Spears 
2630 Exposition Blvd., Suite 203 
Austin, TX  78703 
512.413.9796 
bspears@kbkllp.com 
 

      Gabrielle Albert 
      650 California Street, Suite 1900 

San Francisco, CA 94108 
530.902.2560 
galbert@kbkllp.com  
 
COUNSEL FOR THE FOGARTY FAMILY 
TRUST 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing Objection to Debtors’ Second Amended Joint 
Plan of Reorganzation was served on those parties entitled to receive notice of pleadings filed in 
these jointly-administered cases via CM/ECF on this the 31st day of August, 2020. 

/s/Berry D. Spears 
Berry D. Spears 
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